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It has been argued that Mill overestimated the value
of the * crank J, that he gloried in opposition for opposi-
tion's sake, and deified the mere obstructionist.    But
the truth at which Mill was aiming was that, while four
* cranks ' out of five may have nothing of real value in
their minds or characters, the fifth may be worth more
to humanity than a million normal men,    Christ was
crucified as a * crank '.    For that reason it would be
monstrously foolish to persecute cranks :   for though
nine may be justly despised and rejected, the tenth may
have in him a priceless boon for his fellows.    All leaders
of thought have been jeered at in their day, and prophets
are stoned abroad as well as at home.    And again, to
turn to a broader political issue, Mill saw that the real
danger of democracy was the power it would bestow on
those who moulded public opinion.    He wanted public
opinion to be alert, critical, and relf-reliant.    For that
reason,  while he favoured compulsory education, he
maintained that such education should only be paid for
by the State and should be administered by private
bodies, provided those bodies maintained a due standard
of efficiency.   This policy, which is now largely accepted
by the Board of Education in regard to the teaching of
adults, he wished to be of universal application, because
he dreaded the uniformity of outlook which would be
created by a unified, bureaucratic system.    Can we say,
in the light of present experience, that his fears were all
ungrounded ?   We talk blithely of making the world safe
for democracy, but Mill wanted to make democracy safe
for the world;  and he knew that, so long as the mob-
mind was  only receptive  and not  creative,  a most
tremendous power would lie with authority, a power
that would  altogether stultify the  democratic ideaL
That is why he defended the original thinker, although
the originality may be a stupid perversion or an idle

